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Abstract—We report on the first beam test results with our pre-clinical (Phase-II) head scanner developed for proton computed tomography (pCT). After extensive preclinical testing, pCT will be employed in support of proton therapy treatment planning and pre-treatment verification in patients undergoing treatment with particle beam therapy. The Phase-II pCT system consists of two silicon-strip telescopes that track individual protons before and after the phantom or patient, and a novel multistage scintillation detector that measures a combination of the residual energy and range of the proton, from which we derive the water equivalent path length (WEPL) of the protons in the scanned object. The set of WEPL values and associated paths of protons passing through the object over a 360° angular scan is processed by an iterative, parallelizable reconstruction algorithm that runs on modern GP-GPU hardware. In order to assess the performance of the scanner, we have performed beam tests with 200 MeV protons from the synchrotron of the Loma Linda University Medical Center. The first objective was the calibration of the instrument, including tracker channel maps and alignment as well as the WEPL calibration. Then we performed the first CT scans on a series of phantoms. The very high sustained rate of data acquisition, exceeding one million protons per second, allowed a full 360° scan to be completed in less than 10 minutes, and reconstruction of a CATPHAN 404 phantom verified accurate reconstruction of the proton relative stopping power in a variety of materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

Proton CT (pCT) is an evolving technology that promises to improve proton treatment planning by addressing the range uncertainty problem. It will generate a set of integrated relative stopping power (RSP) measurements that are used to reconstruct a 3-D map of RSP values to be input into a treatment planning system. Before proton CT can be implemented in clinical routine, it needs to be thoroughly evaluated. Our pCT Collaboration has built and successfully operated a Phase-II scanner [1] that measures individually more than a million protons per second, a hundred times faster than our previous Phase-I device [2]. At this rate a full scan can be completed in less than 10 minutes, a performance level that will allow us to complete a full pre-clinical performance evaluation of this new modality. Here we report on the hardware implementation and initial testing.

Figure 1. Photograph of the Phase-II pCT scanner in a proton beam line at the Loma Linda University Medical Center. The beam enters from the right.

Our Phase-II scanner (Figure 1) is based on two silicon-strip tracking-detector modules, an energy/range detector made from five scintillator stages read out by photomultiplier tubes, a rotating stage for the phantom, and a custom high-speed data acquisition system. The tracking system measures the proton entry and exit positions and directions from the phantom, while the energy/range detector measures the residual proton range. From the measurements we estimate the trajectory of the proton through the phantom and its water-equivalent path length. The stage rotates the phantom, typically in 2° or 4° steps with about 2 million or more protons per step, giving 90 or 180 views from which a 3-dimensional map of the phantom’s RSP is reconstructed. We illuminate the full active
area of the detector with protons by using a thin lead foil to scatter the beam just after it exits from the vacuum pipe.

Figure 2 is a display of the raw data from a single 200 MeV proton event from the synchrotron of the Loma Linda University Medical Center (LLUMC) [3]. The right-handed detector coordinate system is \( t, u, v \), where the \( u \) coordinate points along the proton beam direction and the \( v \) coordinate points downward. Each of the two tracking detectors measures two coordinates in the \( v, u \) plane and two in the \( t, u \) plane, to give the incoming and outgoing vectors. The energy/\( \gamma \)-range detector consists of five consecutive plastic scintillator stages read out by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The PMT signals are digitized at 65 MHz, and the figure shows the individual ADC samples for each stage. In normal running, however, the samples are summed on the digitizer boards before sending the data to the event builder, to minimize the data volume and facilitate the required megahertz event rate.

![Figure 2. Display of the raw data from a single 200 MeV proton event. No phantom was present on the stage. On the left the crosses indicate all of the SSD strips with signal above threshold. The dashed lines in the \( t, u \) plot indicate the locations of gaps between SSDs. On the right are the raw outputs of the 65 MHz 14-bit pipelined AD\( C \)s that digitize the energy detector PMT waveforms. The proton stopped in Stage 4.](image)

II. TRACKING DETECTOR

The tracking detector is based upon well-established silicon-strip detector (SSD) technology. SSDs are nearly ideal candidates for the tracking portion of a pCT system. The relatively high cost per square centimeter of the sensors (compared to plastic scintillators, for example) is more than offset by their high performance, reliability, stability, and ease of assembly. Furthermore, the sensor cost would be a minor portion of the overall cost of a clinical system. SSDs offer the following attractive characteristics, demonstrated in very large systems such as the Fermi-LAT Gamma-ray Space Telescope [4] and the CERN LHC tracking detectors [5][6]:

- near 100% efficiency for charged particle detection with practically zero noise occupancy,
- inherently fine spatial resolution (about 70 microns rms in this case),
- simple calibration that is stable over time periods of many years,
- and compact and easy assembly using standard mechanized industrial processes, with excellent mechanical stability.

Although there would be a small advantage, in terms of minimizing scattering material, to use double-sided detectors, our system uses single-sided detectors that were surplus items from fabrication of the Fermi-LAT silicon-strip tracker. The 0.4 mm SSD thickness was also optimized for the Fermi-LAT, but simulations showed only minor advantages to using thinner devices (because proton scattering in the object being imaged dominates).

A very important parameter is the size of the gap between individual sensors. We minimized that by re-sawing the SSD edges very close to the guard ring, such that the distance between active regions of adjacent sensors is only about 0.6 mm. That caused a dramatic increase in leakage current, but none of the excess current flowed to the readout amplifiers, and the SSD noise performance was not impacted. With more time and resources we could have minimized the leakage current by cleanly cleaving the silicon and then passivating the edges [7].

The front-end of the data acquisition for the tracking detector is based on a custom integrated circuit (ASIC) that is described elsewhere [8]. FPGA\s on each detector board combine and format the data from groups of 12 ASIC\s and then send the data over dual-link DVI-D cables to the event builder. Figure 3 shows a photograph of one of the detector boards.

![Figure 3. One of the two tracking modules, with two \( v \) layers and two \( t \) layers, removed from its enclosure. A \( v \) tracking layer is visible, on which the silicon strips run horizontally. Strips on pairs of SSDs are wire bonded together and read out by six ASIC\s on each end of this board. Each \( t \) layer has strips running vertically, and each SSD is read out by six ASIC\s, for a total of 24 per \( t \) board. The loose cables visible here are for programming the six Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA\s, one per \( v \) board and two per \( t \) board.](image)
recovered as follows [9]. In t layers the gaps are parallel to the strips. If the strips are 100% efficient, then a missing hit indicates that the proton passed through the gap, which localizes it in t almost as accurately as a hit strip does. A missing hit in a v layer of the front tracking module can be recovered by using our knowledge of the beam origin at the exit from the vacuum pipe, which is accurately located from extrapolations of millions of proton tracks. From analysis of 200 MeV proton data with no phantom we have measured the SSD efficiency within the active area to be 99.9%. The gaps lower the overall efficiency of a layer by about 0.5%, but most of the missing hits can be recovered as explained above.

III. Multi-Stage Energy/Range Detector

Our Phase-I scanner used doped CsI crystals to measure the residual proton energy. While such crystals yield excellent energy resolution, they are too slow for the high rates needed in a clinical system. In the Phase-II system, by dividing the energy detector into five stages, we greatly reduced the requirement on energy resolution, allowing effective use of fast plastic scintillators. Stages through which the proton passes directly measure contributions to total range, so the last segment, in which the proton stops, need measure only a small residual range, with only a relaxed precision requirement.

We developed a custom board to digitize the PMT signals, with each board handling up to three channels. Each 14-bit ADC can operate at rates up to 65 MHz, yielding digitized waveforms as illustrated in Figure 2. An FPGA on each board buffers the data and, upon receipt of a trigger, reduces the data by summing six samples around the peak of the pulse (one before and four after). A separate amplifier-discriminator chain in each channel provides asynchronous signals for the trigger logic, although in normal operation we trigger the readout from just the first stage, as it is the only one guaranteed to have a signal in every event.

When we look at just the signals in the first stage from 200 MeV protons passing through a 2 cm square in the center of the detector (with no phantom in place), we find a Gaussian distribution with σ = 3.0%. Since Geant4 simulations [10] predict σ = 2.8% just from variations in the energy deposition, we estimate that the detector resolution is around 1%, more than adequate for this application.

The detector does show a small, stable dependence on T and V that must be measured from the data and corrected. After that is done, then we calibrate the measurement of Water Equivalent Path Length (WEPL) by taking and analyzing proton data with a large number of different known thicknesses of polystyrene placed between the two tracking detectors [11]. To facilitate this process we developed a novel phantom composed of five separable pieces of polystyrene [12]. The first piece is machined into six sets of stairs, while the other four are rectangular blocks (see Figure 4). The tracking system is used to calculate which step in the stairs each proton passed through. By taking only six ten-second runs, one with no phantom, one with just the stairs, and four with one to four rectangular blocks in place as well, we accumulate a dataset of many millions of protons with 45 different thickness of polystyrene in 6.35 mm steps. We have verified that this procedure yields a WEPL resolution that is approximately 3 mm for all values of WEPL, only slightly higher than the predicted lower limit of 2.75 mm that arises from range straggling of 200 MeV protons.

Since the energy/range detector has no lateral segmentation, it can effectively analyze only a single proton per accelerator RF period (about 118 ns for 200 MeV protons from the LLUMC synchrotron). Therefore, we must reject events with two or more proton tracks detected, which effectively limits the practical event rate to not much more than a megahertz. The accelerator has to be operated at a very low intensity of about one proton per nine RF periods on average.

![Graphical depiction](image-url)
given trigger are present in the event builder, they are packaged together and sent to the data acquisition computer over a 100 MByte/s Ethernet link.

The data integrity is monitored via parity bits in the ASIC-to-FPGA transmission and an 11-bit CRC in the transmissions between FPGAs. Also, the data are given trigger tags at the front end, and the system checks that the tags match throughout the event building, to detect possible mixing between events. The commands transmitted between FPGAs and from FPGA to ASIC are also monitored by parity bits. In our most recent beam test, 2.5 billion events with a total of $1.8 \times 10^9$ bits were acquired with zero errors of any kind detected.

Figure 5 shows the rate performance during a single short run. The proton rate from the accelerator is nonuniform during a spill, but the system gracefully inhibits the trigger when all buffers are full and keeps data flowing at the maximum allowed rate. In this case the sustained event rate of just over a megahertz was limited by the program running in the computer. The data acquisition system itself can sustain a rate of nearly 1.3 MHz, as indicated here by the performance at the beginning of the spill, before the computer backed up the flow.

![Figure 5. Example run with 200 MeV protons, showing two spills from the synchrotron. Up to about 1 MHz, nearly 100% of the triggers are accepted.](image)

V. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

Figure 6 shows an example reconstructed image of a CATPHAN 404 sensitometry phantom. The reconstruction employed a filtered back-projection (FBP) followed by an iterated algebraic reconstruction (TVS with DROP [13]) that makes use of the tracking information of individual protons to define a most-likely-path (MLP) through the phantom for each [14]. The relative stopping power (RSP) of a variety of materials is accurately measured, as demonstrated in Figure 7.

![Figure 6. The first CT image reconstructed with data from the completed Phase-II scanner: a CATPHAN 404 phantom.](image)

Work is in progress within our collaboration to employ space-carving algorithms to define the reconstruction volume and eliminate the FBP. Progress has also been made on parallelized reconstruction algorithms that run on an array of GPUs. Full image reconstructions have been completed in less than eight minutes, similar to the beam time required to acquire the data.

![Figure 7. The measured RSP of inserts in the CATPHAN 404 phantom compared with the predicted values.](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

The Phase-II head scanner hardware and data acquisition system have been completed and are operating reliably at the design data rate. Preliminary image results are encouraging. The system is now ready to support testing of reconstruction algorithms as well as a thorough evaluation of proton computed tomography in terms of image resolution [15], RSP measurement, and dose in a variety of phantoms, including comparisons with detailed Monte Carlo simulations [16].
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